This problem was solved within the framework of the grant project Solving of problems of cluster analysis with application of parallel algorithms and cloud technologies in the Institute of Mathematics and Mathematical Modelling in Almaty.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the clustering problem with a large number of data -up to n = 2 * 10 6 samples and up to M = 25 features. The clustering problem is a large multi-step computational problem splitting of a set of objects into groups called clusters. Each cluster consists of similar objects and the objects of different clusters are significantly different. The clusters are constructed by the K-means method as follows:
Algorithm 1 1. Randomly choose K objects which are far away from each other. This selection of objects is arbitrary, but the choice influences on the number of iterations and the computing time. These objects will be the centers of the future clusters {S 1 , ..., S K } in the first approximation.
2. We assign every other object to the cluster whose center is closest. On this stage the first iteration is finished.
3. Compute the center of gravity for every constructed cluster S i , i = 1..K,
where n i is the number of objects in the cluster S i and r j is the radius vector of the j-th object.
4. Assign all the objects to the cluster whose new center is closest to them.
5. Compute the new centers of gravity of the constructed K clusters.
6. Compare the centers of gravity of the clusters, formed in the last two iterations.
7. If all the centers of gravity are congruent, the computations are finished; otherwise we repeat the computations beginning with step 4.
Further in this paper we present three algorithms:
1. Single-threaded regime without using GPU.
2. Multi-threaded regime without using GPU.
3. Multi-threaded regime with using GPU.
Analysis of recent results
There is a large number of statistical packages nowadays. All these statistical packages can be divided into two groups: universal and special-purposed ones. Universal packages offer a wide range of statistical methods for solving various problems without division into subject areas. This group includes such packages as SAS, STATISTICA, MINILAB. In special-purposed packages the number of used statistical methods is restricted by specific subject areas. Sometimes facilities of universal packages are not enough. In that case we should try to apply specialized packages (e.g. STADIA or STATIT). Such specialized packages may require large financial costs. Additionally they may have significant limitations in use, in particular, on the amount of processed data. Other difficulties in using these packages are lack of user-friendly manuals or non-intuitive interface. Because of all there reasons and the large amount of data we decided to develop our own software package for solving the clustering problem. The packages listed above are not able to work with such large data sets.
Similar developments
The arising applied problems are often confidential because they are very important in such areas as medicine, genetic engineering and others. Therefore we have only little information that similar software products were developed in the leading Russian research institutions. Thus, we do not have the opportunity to study these products in detail, evaluate their technical characteristics, prospects and results. Unfortunately, similar public domain software products could not be found.
Problem statement
The problem of cluster analysis with large data (up to 2 million samples) with the K-means method should be solved in three regimes -single-threaded, multi-threaded and multi-threaded with GPUs [?] . Please note that to demonstrate the efficiency of the multi-threaded regime (especially with using GPUs) a large amount of data is needed. For a small amount of data, selection of the regime (single-threaded or multi-threaded) should be done automatically. As a first approximation we will assume that a single-threaded regime should be used for problems with less than 10000 samples. In problems with up to 100000 samples, the user should have a choice between a single-threaded and multi-threaded regime. In complexer problems the user should be able to use all three regimes.
General idea of the Algorithm
The main goal of this work is the research of parallel algorithms with GPUs [?] for solving clustering problems. Therefore, we did not consider the problems associated with the correct preparation of the initial data. By default, the distance between i-th and ℓ-th objects is defined as follows:
If necessary, other metrics can be chosen. The problem in a single-threaded regime can be solved by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2: (problem in single-threaded regime)
1. Compute diameter D of the sample set,
i.e. find two objects with the largest distance between them.
2. Determine the center of gravity C of this data set.
3. Define K points that will be centers of gravity of clusters in the first approximation.
4. Assign every object to the cluster whose center is closest. The first iteration is finished.
5. Find the centers of gravity of the constructed K clusters.
6. Assign every object to the cluster whose new center is closest.
7. Find new centers of gravity of the constructed K clusters.
8. Compare the centers of gravity of the clusters, formed in the last two iterations. If all the centers of gravity are congruent, the computations are finished, otherwise repeat steps 6-8.
Until now all computations were performed in a single-thread regime. The algorithm for solving the clustering problem in a multi-threaded regime is the following:
Algorithm 3: (in multi-threaded regime) Let N be the number of threads.
1. Compute diameter D of the sample set. All computations are performed in the multithread regime. In each thread compute distances between the elements of the whole set and elements of (1/N )-th part of this set. Find the largest distance in every thread. Then, when all the threads have finished their work, choose a pair of elements with the largest distance between them.
